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Spreading wings to the south
By SHEILA SOLOMON
sheila.solomon@leaderonomics.com

A

few weeks ago, my big boss
Shahran Masood, the leader of the Leaderonomics
troops down south,
tasked me with a project
– to prepare for the launch of the
Leaderonomics office in Johor.
Our Iskandar office is the first ever
regional office for Leaderonomics and it
supports our work with corporate organisations, educational institutions and
social communities, enabling us to develop leaders all across Johor, and beyond.
While I was excited at the prospect
of spearheading the launch, I was
trembling in fear at the thought of
leading such a big initiative.
Something crossed my mind –
what’s the value of a launch? Why
should we waste money, time and
resources on such event?
After all, it’s just an event – and will
likely be lost in the annals of one’s
memory, a day or two after the event.
Would I be part of a time-wasting,
resource-sapping, unproductive event?

READY TO ROLL

Despite having these doubts, being
a Leaderonomer, I knew I had to be a
trooper and get things going. Before I
knew it, August 5 rolled along.
Iskandar Investment Bhd president
and chief executive officer (CEO),
Datuk Syed Mohamed Bin Syed
Ibrahim, our guest of honour arrived
early in the morning to kickstart our
launch and celebrations.
He was joined by Ang Hui Ming, our
Leaderonomics co-founder and chief
operating officer (COO) and Roshan
Thiran, Leaderonomics CEO.
The launch began with Datuk
Syed reinforcing the importance of
Leaderonomics and the work we do in
this country.
It was followed by Roshan who
inspired and challenged CEOs and
senior leaders to keep pressing on and
pushing forward to bring leadership
development to the needy communities in Johor.
The event continued with
Christoffer Erichsen, our faculty partner, who gave his insights to the various Johor CEOs and leadership community that gathered.

5 Lessons I learnt from our office launch in Johor

As the day unfolded, I suddenly
recalled the question I had at the
beginning of the journey – why bother
with a launch?
It immediately dawned on me that
I now know the answer to this question.
Here are my insights on why having
an event launch for your services or
products may not be as bad an idea as
I first reckoned:

celebrates and
1 Itcommemorates

Whether you’re launching a product, service or even a new location like
we did, launch events are a great way
to display the hard work your team
has put in.
Since you’ve done the necessary,
why not put an extra effort to make it
memorable?
Given that launches typically
require participation from teams
across the board – from sales and
marketing to product teams – this is
also a great way to promote internal
collaboration.

curiosity
creates buzz
2 Itandbuilds

You’ve invested time and money
into this new offering, and presumably, its ultimate purpose is for others
to utilise. So what’s the use if there
is no buzz and people don’t know it
exists?
A launch event is an opportunity
to create chatter in a targeted
community about your latest
development. Build curiosity in your
invitations.
This way, even before the actual
event, you can get your company
name into office and home conversations.
“Hey did you hear that Company
XYZ is unveiling something new next
week?” Perfect.

A presentation by Ang to
all clients and partners.
Ask for elaboration. Chew together
on opportunities for improvement,
expansion and partnerships. Get their
insights and note them down for
future developments.

IN CONCLUSION

Datuk Syed Mohamed (second from left) officiating the Leaderonomics
Johor office, witnessed by Roshan, Ang and Shahran.

gets partners and
together
3 Itclients

Launch events provide an ideal setting for catch-ups with existing clients,
partners and potential ones about
developments and new offerings.
Create an atmosphere conducive for
relationship-building with your external network.
This is a prime time to get early
adopters, influencers and advocates
on board, and build momentum for
future partnerships and sales.

It’s a chance to
communicate key
4
information

You’ve got the crowd in the room,
and they’re there specifically for the

By NINA TI
nina.ti@leaderonomics.com

THE WORDS OF CHANGE

ONE of the fiercest debates going
on right now is whether our leaders are going to save or destroy this
country – and in retrospect, how did
we end up this way?
If you take the path of leadership
development seriously, like we do at
Leaderonomics, you will understand
why growing a leader deserves just
as much attention as toppling one.
The root of most rot in many
organisations, villages and countries
can usually be traced to lack of or
bad leadership.
In his book Kembara Kepimpinan,
Leaderonomics CEO Roshan Thiran
addresses our nation’s leadership
woes in two ways: first by sharing
powerful insights that can help us
reassess our “desired outcomes” –
and secondly by speaking directly
to the Bahasa-speaking community
that has remained overlooked and
relegated for so long, especially in

the area of leadership materials and
insights in the language.
Will we ever be able to create
leaders who can transform a country, instead of driving it to ruins?
This Malay language book,
launched during the height of the
country’s political rowing, shows
us how.
Packed with leadership adventures reflecting the outrageous and
emphatic ways in which leaders
around the world have kickstarted
revolutions in business, politics and
life, this newly released paperback

launch. Make the most out of their
attention by using the time to communicate essential information.
Sell the ‘whys’, get them excited,
emphasise team efforts, the care
taken in the manufacturing process, or
whatever your essential gems of information may be.
Preparation for this also serves as
an opportunity to refine your company’s value proposition.

a great time to
get feedback
5 It’s

Since you’ll be educating attendees
about your new offerings, you’ll
inevitably get comments. What
a useful and efficient way to get
feedback!

I learnt a tonne organising and
managing our Johor office launch. As
Roshan says, “The best way to learn is
to do something.”
I am glad I worked hard for the
launch and am looking forward to its
fruits. If you are ever in Legoland in
Medini, do drop by our humble office
to say hello!
n Sheila is a programme manager
with the Leaderonomics Southern
team. She looks forward to
connecting with organisations
across Johor, Malacca and Singapore,
and supporting their efforts in
growing leaders for their companies.
She shares Roshan’s belief that
“the success of every community,
organisation and nation hinges on
its leadership” and looks forward to
playing her part in helping Malaysia
rectify its leadership deficiencies.
Write to people@leaderonomics.com
to know more about our southern
troops.

features true examples from Datuk
Mokhtar Dahari, Steve Jobs, Mother
Teresa, Sir Richard Branson, José
Mourinho and many other global
leaders.
We think we learn from teachers, and we sometimes do. But the
great teachers are not always to be
found in school or in great laboratories.
Sometimes what we learn
depends on our own powers of
insight – now expressed in book
form. Read Kembara Kepimpinan
and change your game today.

If you, as an organisation, would like to explore the opportunity
to transform your people into leaders, you can get this book from all
bookstores (retail price: RM19.90) from this month onwards.
Contact Kuah Sze Mei at szemei@mph.com.my to order in bulk. For
orders of more than 1,000 copies, you can have your organisation’s logo
printed in this book. It’ll be a priceless gift for all the employees and
leaders in your company in their own language.

Tan Sri Nor Mohamed Yakcop (R) with his prized copy of Kembara
Kepimpinan, with Roshan.

